PURPOSE. To define the nature and extent of temporal frequency abnormalities in diabetics who have mild or no nonproliferative diabetic retinopathy (NPDR) by using the flicker electroretinogram (ERG).
D
iabetic retinopathy (DR) is the leading cause of new cases of blindness among working-age adults, 1 and a recent meta-analysis has indicated that the number of individuals who have visual impairment due to DR continues to increase worldwide. 2 DR has traditionally been considered a disease of the retinal vasculature, and current international standards classify DR stage based on clinically apparent vascular abnormalities. 3, 4 However, there has been interest in expanding the defining characteristics of DR to consider retinal neurodegeneration in addition to vascular abnormalities. 5 The proposal to consider retinal neurodegeneration in the staging of DR is based on deficits in neural structure and function in these individuals, including thinning of the inner retina, as well as abnormalities in dark adaptation, contrast sensitivity, color vision, and perimetric sensitivity. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] Neural abnormalities have also been documented in individuals who have DR by using objective, electrophysiologic measures, such as the pattern electroretinogram (ERG) 14 and the multifocal ERG. [15] [16] [17] The full-field ERG measured under standard clinical conditions is generally thought to be normal in early-stage DR, 18 with the exception of the oscillatory potentials that have been shown to be reduced or delayed in some studies (reviewed by Tzekov and Arden 19 ). In later stages of the disease, the photopic single-flash b-wave and flicker ERG can become reduced in amplitude and/or delayed. [20] [21] [22] [23] Given these findings, as well as the recent availability of a portable instrument for recording the flicker ERG, there has been renewed interest in the flicker ERG as a tool to screen for sightthreatening DR. [24] [25] [26] Previous studies of the flicker ERG in diabetes have almost exclusively elicited the response by using full-field periodic flashes of light at a flicker rate of approximately 30 Hz, the frequency recommended by international standards. 27 However, a recent report from our group has shown value in recording the ERG elicited by higher flicker rates. 28 Specifically, diabetic subjects who had no clinically apparent DR (NDR) or mild nonproliferative DR (NPDR) had significant amplitude reductions for the 62.5-Hz flicker ERG, which were not apparent at the international standard flicker rate of approximately 30 Hz. In that study, the mean 62.5-Hz flicker ERG amplitude was reduced by 32% for subjects with NDR and by 41% for subjects with mild NPDR. The source of the high-frequency flicker ERG deficit and the extent to which other flicker frequencies are affected in early-stage DR are presently unknown.
The goal of the present study was to gain a more complete understanding of the nature and extent of the ERG temporal frequency abnormalities of diabetics who have NDR or mild NPDR. To achieve this goal, the flicker ERG was measured across a broad range of temporal frequencies (6-100 Hz). This permitted determining the frequency range over which the flicker ERG was abnormal and also provided an estimate of the high-frequency response cutoff (the frequency beyond which the ERG could not be measured). Additionally, the probable retinal locus of the high-frequency deficit was inferred by analyzing the characteristics of the nonlinear harmonic components of the slow flicker ERG. As described further below and in detail elsewhere, 29, 30 the probable retinal site that is responsible for the abnormal temporal filtering can be inferred by examining the properties of the nonlinear harmonic components of the flicker response. If the highfrequency harmonic response components generated by slow flicker are normal, then a photoreceptor site of abnormality is likely. Conversely, if the high-frequency harmonic response components generated by slow flicker are abnormal, then a postphotoreceptor site of abnormality is likely. These two alternatives were evaluated by examining the harmonics generated by 16-Hz sinusoidal flicker.
METHODS

Subjects
Forty subjects diagnosed with type-2 diabetes mellitus (DM) were recruited from the Retina Clinic and General Eye Clinic of the University of Illinois at Chicago, Department of Ophthalmology and Visual Sciences. Notably, 28 of these subjects participated in a previous study of ERG abnormalities in earlystage DR. 28 A comprehensive history was obtained from the medical record, and an examination of each eye was performed by a retina specialist. No subject had systemic disease (other than diabetes) or ocular disease known to affect the retina. Subjects who had sickle cell disease, retinal vascular occlusions, age-related macular degeneration, glaucoma, or high myopia were not recruited. The stage of NPDR was graded, and the subjects were clinically classified as diabetic with no clinically apparent DR (N ¼ 20) or diabetic with mild NPDR (N ¼ 20), according to the Early Treatment of Diabetic Retinopathy Study (ETDRS) scale. 3 Subjects classified as mild NPDR had retinal vascular abnormalities, including microaneurysms, hard exudates, cotton-wool spots, and/or mild retinal hemorrhage (equivalent to ETDRS level 35 or less 3 ). Subject characteristics, including age, sex, visual acuity, estimated diabetes duration, and HbA1c percentage, are provided in the Table. With the exception of two mild NPDR subjects who had a history of anti-vascular endothelial growth factor injection, no subject received treatment for DR.
Twenty visually normal, nondiabetic, control subjects also participated; 15 of these subjects served as controls in a previous study of ERG abnormalities in early-stage DR. 28 The mean age of the control subjects did not differ significantly from that of the diabetic subjects (F ¼ 0.61, P ¼ 0.55). All control subjects had best-corrected visual acuity of 0.06 logMAR (equivalent to approximately 20/23 Snellen acuity) or better, as assessed with the Lighthouse Distance Visual Acuity Chart and the normal letter contrast sensitivity as measured with a Pelli-Robson chart. The research followed the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by an institutional review board of the University of Illinois at Chicago. All subjects provided written informed consent.
Apparatus, Stimuli, and Procedure
Stimuli were generated by and presented in an LED-driven ganzfeld system (Diagnosys, LLC, Lowell, MA, USA) that we have used previously and described elsewhere. 28, 31 Prior to testing, the subject adapted for 2 minutes to a uniform field that was composed of 100 cd/m 2 of middle-wavelength light (516-nm peak) and 100 cd/m 2 of long-wavelength light (632-nm peak). During the ERG recording, the adapting field was modulated sinusoidally at a temporal frequency ranging from 6.3 to 100 Hz (Michelson contrast of 100%). The sinusoidal stimuli used herein are composed of a single temporal frequency. This provides an advantage over the more commonly used pulse stimuli, which are relatively broadband in frequency content, ensuring that the harmonic components of the ERG are not due to high-frequency components contained in the stimulus itself. Each flicker stimulus was presented for approximately 1 second, with the exact duration depending on the stimulus period. Each stimulus frequency was presented a minimum of five times, with the total number of repetitions depending on response quality. Between presentations of the flicker stimulus, the ganzfeld was illuminated uniformly with the steady adapting field. Analyses were based on the mean of the five responses with the fewest eye movement artifacts.
Measurements from all subjects were performed monocularly, with the fellow eye patched. Infrequently, the stage of NPDR differed between the two eyes for the diabetic subjects; the eye with the lower NPDR stage was tested in these rare cases. Prior to the ERG recordings, the pupil of the tested eye was dilated with 2.5% phenylephrine hydrochloride and 1% tropicamide drops. ERGs were recorded with DTL electrodes, and gold-cup electrodes were used as reference (ear) and ground (forehead). Amplifier bandpass settings were 0.30 to 500 Hz and the sampling frequency was 2 kHz.
The amplitude and phase of the mean ERG fundamental and harmonic response components were derived by fast Fourier transform. The ''steady-state'' response was analyzed by omitting the initial and final few cycles of the waveforms, as these cycles can contain onset and offset transients. In the figures below, phase is given in cosine phase and the responses were ''unwrapped'' to extend beyond 3608, per convention. Figure 1 shows ERG traces recorded at five different flicker rates that approximately span the range of frequencies examined. Mean waveforms are shown for the controls (left column), NDR subjects (middle column), and mild NPDR subjects (right column). The shape and timing of the waveforms for the two diabetic groups were highly similar to that of the control group for frequencies from 8 to 62 Hz. Likewise, the trough to peak amplitude for the diabetic and control groups were similar for frequencies between 8 and 31 Hz. For the two highest frequencies shown (62 and 100 Hz), the trough to peak amplitude for the control group was larger than that of both patient groups. In fact, a 100-Hz periodic response was not readily apparent for either patient group, whereas 25 cycles can be seen in the 250-ms window for the control group. The mean ERG traces shown in Figure 1 are intended to provide examples of the waveforms across the range of temporal frequencies examined for the three subject groups; amplitude and timing for the individual subjects are discussed below. Figure 2 shows the mean (6SEM) log fundamental amplitude (top) and phase (bottom) as a function of log temporal frequency for the three subject groups. The solid gray line represents the noise level, defined as the mean of the amplitudes measured at frequencies that neighbor the stimulus frequency (approximately 1.5 Hz above and below the stimulus frequency). There were small differences among the three groups for the three lowest temporal frequencies examined (6-10 Hz). However, individual recordings have substantial noise contamination, as indicated by the gray line. The data points for the three groups were superimposed for frequencies between 12 and 20 Hz. For higher temporal frequencies, systematic differences among the groups become apparent, particularly across the high temporal frequency range (greater than approximately 50 Hz). In contrast to the amplitude findings, the phase of the fundamental response was similar for the three groups for all temporal frequencies.
RESULTS
Flicker ERG Amplitude and Phase Across Temporal Frequency
A repeated measures 2-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), with main effects of group (control, NDR, mild NPDR) and stimulus frequency, was performed to compare the amplitudes among the groups. There were significant effects of group (F ¼ 6.10, P ¼ 0.004) and stimulus frequency (F ¼ 339.00, P < 0.001), as well as a significant interaction between these main effects (F ¼ 2.50, P < 0.001). Holm-Sidak pairwise comparisons indicated a statistically significant reduction in mean amplitude for the mild NPDR group for frequencies of 38.5 Hz and greater (all t > 2.29, P < 0.05). For the NDR group, pairwise comparisons indicated a statistically significant reduction in mean amplitude for frequencies of 55.6 Hz and greater (all t > 3.10, P 0.004). The NDR and mild NPDR amplitudes differed significantly for frequencies of 71 Hz and above (all t > 2.15, P < 0.05). Thus, both patient groups had statistically significant amplitude reductions across the high-frequency range, but the frequency at which the amplitude loss became statistically significant differed for the two groups.
A repeated measures 2-way ANOVA, with main effects of group (control, NDR, mild NPDR) and stimulus frequency was performed to compare the phases among the groups. There was no significant effect of group (F ¼ 3.00, P ¼ 0.06), but there was a significant effect of stimulus frequency (F ¼ 1391.95, P < 0.001). The interaction between these effects was not significant (F ¼ 1.26, P ¼ 0.14). Thus, there were no significant phase differences between the control and diabetic groups. Figure 3 presents the flicker ERG amplitude for each NDR subject (green squares) and each mild NPDR subject (red triangles) for select frequencies ranging from 31.25 to 100 Hz. The gray boxes indicate the range of amplitude obtained from the control subjects (i.e., maximum and minimum control values). The horizontal bars indicate the mean of the control group (black), NDR group (green), and mild NPDR group (red). It is clear that as stimulus temporal frequency increased, the number of patients falling outside of the control range also increased. At the International Society for Clinical Electrophysiology of Vision (ISCEV) standard flicker rate of 31.25 Hz, 10% of the NDR and 20% of the mild NPDR subjects were slightly below the lower limit of normal. In comparison, at 100 Hz, 20% of the NDR and 65% of the mild NPDR subjects were below the lower limit of normal. Several of these subjects had amplitudes that did not exceed the noise level (dashed line; calculated as described in Fig. 2 ).
Flicker ERG High-Frequency Cutoff Figures 1 through 3 include data from all subjects tested, regardless of their individual signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs). At high temporal frequencies, several of the patients, particularly in the mild NPDR group, had small amplitude responses that were not statistically different from noise. As an additional approach to quantify the high-frequency response attenuation in the diabetic subjects, the high-frequency cutoff of the amplitude function was calculated after excluding individual responses that did not exceed the noise, as follows. The SNR was calculated as described above, and the response at a given temporal frequency was considered distinguishable from noise if the SNR was 2.82 or greater. This criterion has been used previously and, as discussed elsewhere, 32 represents the SNR that corresponds to a significance level of P ¼ 0.05. Log amplitudes for temporal frequencies with SNRs >2.82 were plotted as a function log temporal frequency and were fit with a function described elsewhere 33, 34 ,
where Amp is the response amplitude at temporal frequency f, n governs the attenuation at low temporal frequencies, and A and p are vertical and horizontal scaling parameters, respectively, on logarithmic coordinates. A, n, and p were adjusted to minimize the mean squared error between the data and the fitted function. The temporal frequency at which the flicker ERG was 1 lV was determined from the fits (i.e., the frequency at which the x-axis is crossed in Fig. 4 ). Figure 4 plots mean log amplitude versus log temporal frequency for the controls (black circles), NDR subjects (green squares), and mild NPDR subjects (red triangles). Data points are not shown for the NDR and mild NPDR subjects for frequencies higher than 71 Hz because several DM subjects had responses that were not significantly different from noise at these high temporal frequencies. The solid lines are fits of the equation to the mean data. It is clear from the fitted functions that the control retina is capable of responding to higher flicker frequencies than the diabetic retina. The lower panel plots the cutoff temporal frequency for each subject. As in Figure 3 , the horizontal bars represent the mean of each group. A 1-way ANOVA indicated that there were statistically significant differences among the groups in the cutoff frequency (F ¼ 15.77, P < 0.001). Holm-Sidak pairwise comparisons indicated that the mean cutoff frequency was significantly lower for the NDR and mild NPDR groups compared with the controls (both t > 3.91, P < 0.001). However, there was no significant difference in mean cutoff frequency for the two patient groups (t ¼ 1.54, P ¼ 0.13).
The extent to which the two patient groups can be separated from the control group based on the high-frequency cutoff was determined from receive operating characteristic (ROC) analysis. Figure 5 plots the proportion of the NDR subjects (green) and mild NPDR subjects (red) classified as abnormal (sensitivity) as a function of the proportion of the controls classified as abnormal (1-specificity; false positives). The area under the ROC curves (AUC) was 0.78 (P ¼ 0.003) and 0.96 (P < 0.001) for the NDR and mild NPDR subjects, respectively. The optimal cutoff frequency was approximately 110 Hz for both patient groups. This cutoff frequency resulted in a sensitivity of 0.60 with a specificity of 0.90 for the NDR group. For the mild NPDR group, the sensitivity was 1.00 and the specificity was 0.80.
Harmonic Analysis of the Slow Flicker Response
Despite the use of sinusoidal stimulation, the ERG was not a simple sinusoid, which is most apparent in responses to slow flicker (see Fig. 1; 8 and 16 Hz). The nonlinear distortion of the response can be quantified based on the harmonic components (i.e., responses that occur at multiples of the stimulus frequency). In addition to quantifying response nonlinearities, the harmonics can be used to infer the retinal locus of the highfrequency ERG attenuation. The logic underlying this approach is discussed in detail elsewhere. 29, 30 In brief, two sites of temporal filtering have been proposed that govern the flicker ERG: one before the retinal nonlinearity that generates the harmonic response components and a second that follows the retinal nonlinearity. 29, 30 The retinal nonlinearity is thought to occur early in the visual pathway, before the signals from different cone types converge at the photoreceptor-bipolar cell synapse. 35 As illustrated by the schematic (Fig. 6) , the highfrequency harmonics will be affected differently depending on whether the abnormal temporal filtering occurs before or after the retinal nonlinearity. The response to 16-Hz sinewave stimulation (Fig. 6A ) is expected to be passed through the initial linear filter (Fig. 6B) without substantial attenuation and then through a retinal nonlinearity (Fig. 6C ) that generates the harmonic response components. The fundamental and harmonics are then passed through a second linear filter (Fig. 6D) , with the results shown in Figure 6E . If diabetes acts only at the first filter ( Fig. 6B; red) , then the 16-Hz fundamental and harmonic response components will be unaffected (red and black waveforms are superimposed in Fig. 6E, top) . Conversely, if diabetes acts to alter only the second filter ( Fig. 6D; red) , then the 16 Hz fundamental will be unaffected, but the highfrequency harmonic response components will be attenuated, because they are passed through a low-pass filter with a reduced corner frequency ( Fig. 6D; red) . Figure 6E (bottom) shows that the harmonics in red are smaller than the harmonics in black.
These two alternatives were examined by comparing the amplitude and phase of the harmonics generated by 16-Hz sinusoidal flicker. Figure 7 shows data for the 16-Hz fundamental (F) and for each of the first six harmonics. In general, the fundamental and harmonic response components were within the range of the controls for both the NDR and mild NPDR subjects. Small amplitude losses of the 3F component were apparent for five NDR subjects and for two mild NPDR subjects. Of the nine patients who had a fundamental response amplitude at 45.45 Hz that was below the control range, only one had 3F amplitude (equivalent to 48 Hz) that was below the control range. Small amplitude losses were also observed for one NDR and two mild NPDR subjects for the 5F component. Of the 12 patients who had a fundamental response amplitude at 83.33 Hz that was below the control range (Fig. 3) , none had 5F amplitude (equivalent to 80 Hz) that was below the control range. A repeated measures 2-way ANOVA with main effects of group (control, NDR, and mild NPDR) and harmonic frequency was performed to compare the amplitudes among the groups for each harmonic. There was no significant effect of group (F ¼ 3.02, P ¼ 0.06), but there was an effect of harmonic frequency (F ¼ 290.97, P < 0.001). The interaction between group and harmonic frequency was not significant (F ¼ 0.97, P ¼ 0.47). Likewise, a repeated measures 2-way ANOVA with main effects of group (control, NDR, and mild NPDR) and harmonic frequency was performed to compare the phases among the groups. There was no significant effect of group (F ¼ 1.40, P ¼ 0.25), but there was a significant effect of harmonic frequency (F ¼ 662.11, P < 0.001); the interaction between these main effects was not significant (F ¼ 1.65, P ¼ 0.10). Thus, neither the mean harmonic amplitude nor phase differed significantly among the groups.
DISCUSSION
The purpose of the present study was to define the nature and extent of flicker ERG abnormalities in patients who have NDR or mild NPDR. Although both patient groups had significantly attenuated high-frequency flicker ERGs, the temporal frequency at which the amplitude loss became statistically significant differed for the two diabetic groups: significant amplitude reductions were apparent at 55.6 Hz and greater for the NDR subjects and at 38.5 Hz and greater for the mild NPDR subjects. Of note, the mean amplitude of the ISCEV standard flicker ERG, which is recorded near 30 Hz, did not differ significantly from the controls for either patient group. Likewise, the results also showed no statistical differences in mean fundamental phase at any temporal frequency for either diabetic group, compared with the controls. Thus, the flicker ERG abnormalities appear to be restricted to amplitude attenuation elicited by flicker in the range of approximately 40 to 50 Hz and higher.
The amplitude loss for both diabetic groups became greater as temporal frequency increased. This indicates that very rapid flicker (e.g., 100 Hz) would be optimal for identifying ERG amplitude abnormalities in diabetics. However, many of the patients had extinguished flicker ERGs at this frequency, which complicates statistical comparisons between the patient and FIGURE 3. Log fundamental amplitude measured at select stimulus temporal frequencies for each subject. The gray regions represent the range of the visually normal control subjects. Amplitude for each diabetic subject with NDR is indicated by the green squares and each diabetic subject with mild NPDR is indicated by the red triangles. The means of the control subjects, NDR subjects, and mild NPDR subjects are shown by the black, green, and red horizontal lines, respectively. The dashed gray lines represent the noise level, as described in the text. control groups. To overcome this limitation, the high-frequency ERG cutoff was derived based only on amplitudes that were significantly greater than noise. The high-frequency flicker ERG cutoff is a measure of the highest temporal frequency that elicits an ERG of a criterion amplitude. For our control subjects, the mean cutoff was estimated to be 119 Hz, whereas the cutoffs for the NDR and mild NPDR groups were estimated to be 104 Hz and 98 Hz, respectively. Although large-scale clinical trials are needed to define the usefulness of the highfrequency flicker ERG for detecting neural dysfunction in diabetics, the ROC analysis of the present sample indicated good sensitivity and specificity for separating both diabetic groups from the controls. Thus, the high-frequency cutoff provides a useful index of the high-frequency amplitude attenuation in diabetic subjects.
Analysis of the harmonic components of the ERG recorded in response to slow flicker indicated that the abnormal temporal filtering responsible for the attenuated high-frequency flicker ERG likely arises at the photoreceptor level. This inference is based on a ''sandwich model'' of retinal processing that has been used to model the flicker ERG. 29, 30 Specifically, a retinal nonlinearity, which can be characterized as a rectifier, is sandwiched between two linear filters. The initial linear filter likely occurs at the photoreceptor level and is believed to have a corner frequency of approximately 50 Hz. 30 Frequencies below approximately 50 Hz are passed without attenuation, whereas the responses to higher frequencies are attenuated. A possible explanation for the high-frequency ERG amplitude loss in our diabetics is that the corner frequency of this initial filter is shifted to a lower temporal frequency. A change in the corner frequency of this filter, however, will not affect the high-frequency nonlinear components of the ERG elicited by slow flicker, as these are generated after the initial linear filter. This is the pattern of abnormality that was generally observed in the diabetic groups: amplitude attenuation for the fundamental component elicited by high-frequency flicker, but normal high-frequency harmonics elicited by slow flicker. For example, the mean fundamental response elicited by 62-Hz flicker was reduced by 34% for the NDR subjects, but their fourth harmonic response to 16-Hz flicker (equivalent to 64 Hz) was only reduced by 1%, on average. Taken together, the findings suggest that the dominant source of the highfrequency flicker ERG attenuation occurs at the photoreceptors for most of our diabetic subjects.
Although an inferred photoreceptor source of the highfrequency flicker ERG attenuation is somewhat unexpected, given the more commonly reported effects of diabetes on inner-retina structure and function, [10] [11] [12] 36 ,37 the finding is not entirely without precedent. That is, Holopigian et al. 38 FIGURE 4. Mean (6SEM) log fundamental amplitude as a function of log stimulus temporal frequency. The lines represent fits of the equation to the data. Control subjects are shown in black, NDR subjects are shown in green, and mild NPDR subjects are shown in red. The lower panel shows the high-frequency cutoff derived from the fit for each subject. The means of the control subjects, NDR subjects, and mild NPDR subjects are shown by the black, green, and red horizontal lines, respectively. FIGURE 5. Receiver operating characteristic curves for the NDR (green) and mild NPDR (red) subjects. The proportion of the DM subjects classified as abnormal (sensitivity) is plotted as a function of the proportion of the controls classified as abnormal (1-specificity; false positives). FIGURE 6. Schematic illustration of the ''sandwich model'' of retinal processing that has been proposed to underlie the flicker ERG. Column A represents a 16-Hz sinewave stimulus. Column B represents an early linear low-pass filter; the red (diabetic model) and black (control model) filters differ in their corner frequencies. Column C represents the nonlinearity that generates the harmonic components of the flicker ERG. The fundamental and harmonics are passed through a second linear filter (column D); the red (diabetic model) and black (control model) filters differ in their corner frequencies. The result of passing the fundamental and harmonics through the filters is shown in column E. An abnormality in the initial linear filter (column B, top) has no effect on the response; the red (diabetic) and black (control) waveforms shown in column E (top) are identical. Conversely, an abnormality in the second linear filter (column D, bottom) attenuates the high-frequency harmonics; the red (diabetic) harmonic waveforms are smaller than the black (control) harmonic waveforms (shown in column E, bottom). reported cone sensitivity loss as derived from cone a-wave measurements in a small sample of diabetics who had different stages of retinopathy. They suggested that the ERG sensitivity loss might stem from transduction abnormalities, possibly due to retinal hypoxia. Future work is needed to determine the relationship between response parameters derived from analysis of the cone a-wave (i.e., sensitivity and maximum response amplitude) and the high-frequency flicker ERG attenuation. Nevertheless, the presumed photoreceptor source of the high-frequency flicker ERG attenuation is consistent with the findings of Holopigian et al. 38 Electrophysiologic measures of inner-retina function, such as the PhNR 39 and pERG, 40 were not obtained in this study, as the focus was on photoreceptor and bipolar cell changes in early-stage diabetes. It would be of interest to determine the relationship between the previously reported abnormalities of inner-retina structure and function (e.g., retinal ganglion cell layer thinning and dysfunction) 10, 11, [41] [42] [43] and the outer-retina abnormalities observed in this study. An intriguing possibility is that early-stage DR preferentially affects photoreceptor function; then, as the disease progresses, inner-retina dysfunction becomes more apparent. Future longitudinal studies are needed to evaluate this speculation and to define the sequence of events that lead to neural dysfunction at different sites throughout the diabetic retina. Along these lines, a recent review that summarized diabetes-induced alterations in photoreceptor structure and function emphasized the need for further studies of the role of photoreceptors in the pathogenesis of DR. 44 In summary, the high-frequency flicker ERG is useful for evaluating neural dysfunction in diabetics who have NDR or mild NPDR, as the response amplitude across the highfrequency range can be significantly abnormal. The highfrequency attenuation in diabetes is reflected in a reduced high-frequency cutoff, such that the maximum flicker rate that elicits a measurable ERG is lower, on average, in the diabetic retina compared with visually normal subjects. The source of the high-frequency attenuation appears, in large part, to occur early in the visual pathway, likely at the photoreceptor level. Notably, marked high-frequency flicker ERG abnormalities have also been reported in patients who have inherited retinal diseases, including retinitis pigmentosa 45 and juvenile X-linked retinoschisis. 46 Taken together, previous findings and the current data set support the use of higher flicker rates than are traditionally used in ERG recordings to identify and understand temporal processing abnormalities. This approach may also have value as a noninvasive, objective outcome measure for future clinical trials.
